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The view of C. Westermann is somewhat different. The theological justification of creation is secured by subsuming it under the category of blessing, the benign outreach of the creator Lord of Genesis. However, it remains pretty much of a bastard, by making it a child of blessing. Creation is not an item of belief, a credendum. Again, the saving experience is essential: "the history established by God's saving deed was expanded to include the beginning of everything that happens."4 Like his colleagues, Walther Zimmerli sought to "legitimate" wisdom theology, which he correctly characterized as "creation theology." He anchored it in Gen 1:28. Thus the Lord authorizes human dominion over (better, harmony with?) creation-wisdom's task.5 Zimmerli also raised the question whether the creation doctrine and wisdom lore might be considered as possibly a "second source of revelation." He denied this and claimed that "what happened was that Israel opened the entire world of creation and entered it with its faith in Yahweh, by subordinating the realms it discovered there to Yahweh. This is the locus of wisdom lore, whose international character ... was well known to Israel."6 Again, wisdom and creation are felt to be foreign to a true Israelite.
For all three of these scholars, creation and wisdom turn out to be mirror images. In their methodological treatment of Old Testament theology creation has found an insecure, if necessary, home. Wisdom too is treated as marginal.7 Although both are obvious components of the Hebrew Bible, they have to be tacked onto the "real" faith of Yahwism.
One may surely agree that Israel's encounter with the Lord has historical roots, whether one locates them in the patriarchal promises, the 4 Claus Westermann, Elements of Old Testament Theology (Atlanta: Knox, 1982) 86; this is set in a chapter entitled "The Blessing God and Creation." Westermann's understanding of belief is based on a narrow analysis of he'emin b-which must necessarily allow of an "alternative" (p. 72). His view of creation reflects his understanding of wisdom, whose purpose "requires neither revelation nor theological reflection. Wisdom is secular or profane" (p. 100). 2. Creation as an arena of experience. This aspect of wisdom/ creation deserves greater elaboration. We are considering creation here as continuous and ongoing, providing the fundamental parameters within which humans live and die. In comparison with the prophetic experience, which is unique and then shared with the community, or the liturgical experience, which recalls and re-presents primarily the saving acts of history, the dialogue with creation may be termed the "wisdom experience."10 It lives in the present and reacts to the variety of creation, of which a human being is part. The wisdom experience is not something necessarily apart from a faith experience. In the concrete it involves an attitude to God that can be described as faith. In the case of Israel, von Rad expressed this reality very clearly: "The experiences of the world were for her always divine experiences as well, and the experiences of God were for her experiences of the world."11 By creation the Bible understands the whole range of existing things, from humans to ants, not excluding the abyss and Leviathan. This is the world open to human experience (or to human imagination, in the case of Leviathan). And this world was not dumb.
Job admonishes the three friends to learn from beasts and birds, from reptiles and fish, the agency of the Almighty in all that happens (Job 12:7-8). Similarly, the sage draws on the animal world to underline the lessons (Prov 6:6-8; 30:15-31). Creation speaks but its language is peculiar (Psalm 19). It is not verbal, but it is steady, and it is heard (Ps 19:2). It is parallel to the Torah, which "gives wisdom to the simple" (Ps 19:8).12 With fine perception both Karl Barth and Gerhard von Rad concur that the Lord allowed creation to do the speaking for him in Job 38-41 ("will [the lightnings] say to you, 'Here we are?"' 38:35).13 Creation had a voice which spoke differently to Job than the chorus of the three friends.
These examples suggest that wisdom is more than a set of rules. It is not to be reduced to a teaching-and certainly not to an optimistic doctrine of It is important to underscore the uncertainties that the sages entertained, because so often they are accused of being simplistic. This judgment may be derived from the lapidary style in which they expressed their conclusions. Such is the style of many teachers! But this should not blind the interpreter to the tentativeness of wisdom. Experience spoke with a forked tongue many times. Above all, the greatest limitation on wisdom was the Lord himself (Prov 16:9; 21:30). An appreciation of the divine mystery, God's being beyond wisdom, underlies the entire enterprise. The most dogmatic expression of the triumph of wisdom as opposed to folly, with its guarantee of life and prosperity, must be taken more as a matter of trust and hope than of experience. What the Lord had guaranteed through similar teaching in Deuteronomy and the prophets could not be without effect-even when the claims of certain sayings seem to be opposed by facts. Hence the sage advised the youth to trust in the Lord (Prov 3:5; 16:3, 20) .
The wisdom experience is further characterized as gift (even as much as any event in salvation history is gift). Wisdom is a gift of the Lord (Prov 2:5-6), for it is the reverential fear of God that leads to wisdom (Prov 1:7) . The gift character of wisdom is in tension with the obvious pedagogical ploys of the sage, who makes use of discipline and even coercion. The sayings are directed to making wisdom obvious and hence available to any who will listen. But if it is true that "what the tongue utters is from the Lord" (Prov 16:1), wisdom is unattainable without the divine activity.
Thus far we have tried to exemplify the role played by wisdom/ creation in the experience and faith of the Israelite. We may now turn to the topic of wisdom's personification and assess its contribution to our understanding of wisdom/creation. Biblical theologians generally regard this development as a later stage in wisdom thinking, when wisdom reflects on itself or becomes "theologized."15
As we have already seen, the particular role of Lady Wisdom in the creative activity described in Prov 8:22-31 is not clear. But there can be no doubt about her divine origin, and it is certain that she is somehow associated with creation. Indeed, a specific role in the created world is clearly stated: her delight is to be with human beings (Prov 8:31). Her intercourse with humans is to be gleaned from her preaching to them (Proverbs 1, 8, 9 the divine will or any other divine attribute. There is movement here, a divine communication, which is also necessarily a revelation of some kind. This view of wisdom suggests (again?) how insufficient is the conceptualization of wisdom as "order."
Finally, we should admit that it is hazardous to make conclusions about wisdom because of the serious gaps in our knowledge. Wisdom is largely a postexilic phenomenon, at least as a literature (Ecclesiastes, Sirach, Wisdom of Solomon, parts of Proverbs and Job). In this period it was tied in closely to the Torah, but without losing its distinctive lineage. We may see in this identification an effort to magnify the previously humble status of wisdom in Israel's life, an attempt that was also aided by the mysterious figure of Lady Wisdom. It is astonishing that there is no other personification of such magnitude and depth in the OT as this, and it succeeded in correlating the wisdom heritage most intimately with the Lord. Such also was the insight that the fear of the Lord was the beginning of wisdom, that it led to wisdom (Prov 1:7; 9:10).
In the obscure period of the postexilic age, in gurgite vasto, Lady Wisdom claimed to have walked "in the depths of the abyss, in the waves of the sea" (Sir 24:4-5), until she found a resting place in Israel. Any attempt to find her and to identify her is difficult, as we are reminded:
The first man never finished comprehending wisdom, nor will the last succeed in fathoming her. (Sir 24:28)
